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getting to yes wikipedia - getting to yes getting to yes negotiating agreement without giving in is a best selling 1981 non
fiction book by roger fisher and william l ury subsequent editions in 1991 and 2011 added bruce patton as co author all of
the authors were members of the harvard negotiation project the book made appearances for years on, six guidelines for
getting to yes pon program on - the authors of getting to yes explained that negotiators don t have to choose between
either waging a strictly competitive win lose negotiation battle or caving in to avoid conflict rather they argued bargainers can
and should look for negotiation strategies that can help both sides get more of what they want, getting to yes negotiating
agreement without giving in by - getting to yes negotiating agreement without giving in thoroughly updated and revised it
offers readers a straight forward universally applicable method for negotiating personal and professional disputes without
getting angry or getting taken this is by far the best thing i ve ever read about negotiation, getting to yes by roger fisher
william l ury bruce - about getting to yes getting to yes has helped millions of people learn a better way to negotiate one of
the primary business texts of the modern era it is based on the work of the harvard negotiation project a group that deals
with all levels of negotiation and conflict resolution getting to yes offers a proven, getting to yes summary roger fisher
nicobros com - getting to yes summary provides a free book summary key takeaways review top quotes author biography
and other vital points of roger fisher william ury and bruce m patton s book this book getting to yes explains the key to
effective negotiation, summary of getting to yes negotiating agreement without - summary of getting to yes negotiating
agreement without giving in by roger fisher william ury and for the second edition bruce patton summary written by tanya
glaser conflict research consortium citation fisher roger and william ury, william ury getting to yes negotiating agreement
- getting to yes negotiating agreement without giving in getting to yes offers a straightforward universally applicable method
for negotiating personal and professional disputes without getting taken and without getting angry, getting to yes how to
negotiate agreement without giving - the title of fisher and ury s book is getting to yes negotiating agreement without
giving in it s a case where the title clearly lays out what the book is about in getting to yes the authors present step by step
how to find your way to a win win solution that helps meet your goals while at the same time preserving the relationship so
that future negotiations also go smoothly, getting to yes pdf summary blog 12min com - microsummary getting to yes is a
guide to help you negotiate better and get what you want in it authors roger fischer and bill ury present a method created by
harvard university called principled negotiation if your goal is to make winning negotiations with both parties and avoid
conflicts we have a microbook for you, getting to yes summary at wikisummaries - i the problem the authors argue that
the major problem in many negotiations is that people assume positions that are either hard or soft they suggest that rather
than being either hard on the people and the problem or soft on people and problem it is possible to be soft on the people
and hard on the problem, getting to yes faculdade de direito da unl - getting to yes the authors of this book have been
working together since 1977 roger fisher teaches negotiation at harvard law school where he is williston professor of law
and director of the harvard negotiation project raised in illinois he served in world, getting to yes summary roger fisher
mp3 audiobook - authors roger fisher william l ury and bruce m patton offer a seminal step by step guide to negotiating
effectively the authors use anecdotal examples to illustrate both positive and negative negotiating techniques they believe
that with principled negotiation both parties can reach an agreement in an amicable and efficient manner
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